
Topic planning including English Tasks for the topic of Journeys (week beginning June 15th) 

 

This week we are moving on to thinking about journeys through space.  The work that the children do in English often comes from their topic work to so 

those tasks are included in this planning too.  Anything in bold text is a document saved separately on the website but you don’t necessarily have to print it 

off as we realise that not everybody is able to do so.  Instead you could view the sheet on screen but then record in a notebook, on paper or in any other 

way that you are able to.  You can move some of the lessons around but others must follow in sequence.       

History Today we are going to begin learning about journeys in space.  Use the History of Space Travel to learn how we developed the ability to travel 

into Space and eventually to land on the moon. This focuses on events leading to the moon landing but we will look at events after that in 

another session.  Talk about the information as you read it and ask the children who they felt won the Space Race.  Then use the Space Race 

Time Line cards to make a timeline.  You could print out the cards, cut them up, mix them, up and then sort them out into order again.  If you’d 

rather not print them then why not copy the information onto post it notes and then put those in the correct order.  You could then make a 

Space Travel Poster.  This could be on the sheet provided or on any big sheet of paper.  You could draw events or print off photos from the 

Internet.  If you fancy taking a different approach then why not use PicCollage on an iPad to make a poster on there.  If you haven’t used it I’m 

sure you’ll find it fairly easy and the children love it!  

English Use the information you have learnt to complete the Space Race fill in the gaps activity.  On the first page you’ll have to read the sentences 

carefully and choose a word from the box to make the sentences make sense.  On the second page you can use your imagination to think about if 

you had control of a satellite and could use it to spy on a country or a group of people.  Who would you spy on?  Would you use it to watch a 

football match?  Would you use it to see what is happening in a different country?  Would you use it to see what your cat gets up to when you’re 

not watching?  Write about this and also what message you would out from your satellite.       

English  Read and discuss a set of instructions for making a Cardboard Tube Rocket.  Discuss the features of instruction writing.  Instructions always 

have a title so you know what they are instructions for.   They always have a list of things you will need and they usually have a picture so that 

you can see what you are trying to make.  Instructions are usually numbered so that you know which order to do things in.  Instructions use 

bossy verbs.  These are verbs that tell you to do something and include words such as get, cut, stir, take, fold etc.  Look at each instruction.  

Find the bossy verbs in each step.  Often there is more than one bossy verb in each step.  If you have printed the instructions you could use a 

highlighter pen to colour them but if not them write a list of them on paper.      

Art Use the instructions you’ve been reading and make a Cardboard Tube Rocket!  If you don’t have any of the materials at home then choose 

other materials that will have a similar effect.   

English Imagine you were going to blast off to space in your cardboard rocket.  What would you take with you?  Choose ten things you’d take.  Choose 

wisely! Ten things I’d take in my space rocket.   
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Design 

Technology 

Design and make a space rocket.  It really depends on the materials you have at home as to how you do this.  If you have big boxes, crates etc 

then this could be on a big scale and big enough to climb inside to have an adventure – a bit like a den.  It could be outside or inside.  If you have 

junk then it could be a junk model.  If you’re a Lego fan then why not build a Lego rocket?  Have fun being creative.  You might like to design it 

first on paper and list what you think you’ll need.  You might want to take photographs and we’d love to see them.  Send them to us at 

s.thomas@bcfed.co.uk j.stephenson@bcfed.co.uk k.ewart@bcfed.co.uk c.edwards@bcfed.co.uk         

English Read Back to Earth with a Bump.  Talk about the story together.  You could use the questions proved in the Talk cards.  Create a Nasa Space 

Profile for Hal.  It comes in 3 different levels so choose the level you feel is right for your child.  Encourage the use of interesting adjectives 

as the children were thinking about them last week.  Some examples are given on the one star version.  Remember to make your writing super by 

using capital letter, full stops and finger spaces.  Think carefully about spelling and letter formation.  Choose interesting adjectives that add 

interest to your writing.        

Science Begin to learn about our solar system.  Use the What is Up in Space PowerPoint and discuss the information.  Use a big sheet of paper and 

make a poster about what you have found out.     

English Reread Back to Earth with a Bump.  Imagine you have discovered a new planet!  Use the Design your own planet sheet to think about and 

write about key features of your planet.  Remember to make your writing super by using capital letter, full stops and finger spaces.  Think 

carefully about spelling and letter formation.  Choose interesting adjectives that add interest to your writing.      

PE   Build a jumping obstacle course.  Have a look at Jumping obstacle course to give you some ideas.  This is also available at 

https://www.countydurhamsport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/jumping-obstacle-course.pdf   

If you’re having a movie night and you fancy watching Trolls then make it more fun and more active by following this fun list at   

https://www.countydurhamsport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Trolls.jpg 
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